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Egypt soars in the 2020 Agility Emerging Markets   
                                Logistics Index  

Structural reforms have addressed many entrenched  
issues and helped stabilize the economy, allowing for 

growth and robust private sector participation.  
 

On the Index, Egypt leaps six places to #20.For international  
opportunities, Egypt rose five spots to #23.In domestic opportunities, it 
jumped five places to #13 and in business fundamentals  Egypt rocketed 
ten spots to#17. 

The Index ranks 50 countries by factors that make them attractive to  
logistics providers, freight forwarders, shipping lines, air cargo carriers 
and distributors. In 2020, the top 10 emerging markets are: China, India, 
United Arab Emirates, Indonesia, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Mexico, 
Thailand and Turkey. 
 
China, India and Indonesia rank highest for domestic logistics; China, 
India and Mexico are top for international logistics; and UAE, Malaysia 
and Saudi Arabia have the best business fundamentals. 
 
The top five “megacity” emerging markets logistics hubs are Shanghai, 
New Delhi, Sao Paulo, Jakarta and Mexico City. Megacities – urban  
centers with populations of 10 million or more – require vast logistics  
support to meet domestic needs and engage in trade. 
 
The strongest clusters of emerging markets are in the Arabian Gulf and 
Southeast Asia, thanks to business-friendly conditions and core  
strengths – the Gulf’s energy wealth and Southeast Asian manufacturing 
power – that draw logistics activity.  
 
In the Gulf, UAE (No. 3), Saudi Arabia (6), Qatar (7), Oman (14), Bahrain 
(15) and Kuwait (19) rank among the most business-friendly emerging 
markets. Among ASEAN countries, Indonesia (4), Malaysia (5), Thailand 
(9), and Vietnam (11) are strong. 
 
Survey respondents see India as the market with greatest potential over 
China, their second choice. In rankings of best business conditions,  
several countries are making big moves: Egypt climbs 10 spots to #17; 
Ukraine jumps 10 spots to #27; Ghana drops 13 spots to #32; and Iran 
tumbles 12 spots to #38. 
 
The top three factors that keep small businesses out of global trade are 
trade bureaucracy (17%), government/border instability (14%) and  
inability to compete with larger rivals (14%),supply chain professionals 
say in the survey. 

Key development drivers for Egypt according to the index:  
- The growth of the GDP.  
- Government's interest in small and medium-sized projects. 
- Significant value of the mega projects underway. 

The 2020 Agility Emerging Markets 
Logistics Index is the company’s 11th 

annual snapshot of industry sentiment 
and ranking of the world’s 50 leading 

emerging markets. The Index is a broad 
gauge of countries’ competitiveness 

based on their international and  
domestic logistics strengths and  

business fundamentals.  
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Egypt targets EGP 21 billion worth of investments 
in logistic Parks 

Consultations are under way to 

establish a number of strategic 

parks in some parts of Egypt to 

increase the strategic inventory 

of basic commodities to render 

large quantities of these items  

available for individuals  

throughout the year.  

 
In April this year, and as announced by The Egyptian Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade, represented by the Internal 
Trade Development Authority (ITDA),A memorandum of understanding (MoU) was signed with Agility Company, the sixth 
largest company in the world specialized in establishing, operating and managing such mega logistics parks to  
establish a number of modernized logistic parks.  
 
As a firs stage, the project will start with 2 parks, one in the 6th of October area in Giza Governorate on a space of 
210.000 m2 and the other with the same space in Qalyubia Governorate. Further warehouses in other locations will  
follow in order, during the coming period, in partnership with the private sector and major investors. 
 

Ibrahim Ashmawy, ITDA head and First Assistant, Minister of Supply for Investment added that the parks will operate in    
accordance with the latest technologies, through control rooms to monitor basic commodities stocks all the time .  
Possibly over 21 basic commodities will be provided through monthly rations for more than 70% of the citizens who 
benefit from the subsidy system . 
 

ITDA, over the past two years has made available many logistical and commercial areas in several governorates for 
logistic projects. At present 18 logistical and commercial projects are being established in 11 governorates, totaling 
1,545,600 m2 with overall Investments of EGP 49 billion. The new projects should provide more than 400 ,000 direct and 
indirect job opportunities. Ashmawy, stressed that by the end of 2030 Egypt will have highly updated 50 logistic parks. 
 
Ministry of Supply aims to spread the culture of specialized commercial centers for specific industries and products to 
curb price fluctuations in some seasons. 
 
Egypt has  27 governorates with overall population of 101 million capita as of October 2020  with annual population 
growth rate of 2 percent. Gross Domestic Product reached USD 250.9 billion  as of 2018. 
 
Agility Logistics Parks is one of the largest private owners and developers of warehousing and light industrial parks in 
the Middle East, Africa and South Asia. It funds, builds and manages international-standard facilities that help  
companies operate and expand in the world’s fastest-growing markets.  
 
Agility Logistics Parks offer infrastructure and ready access to transportation networks in strategic locations, with 
ready access to markets and with services that include 24/7 security, power, connectivity and facilities management.  
Agility is a global logistics company with $5.1 billion in annual revenue and 26,000+ employees in more than 100  
countries. It is one of the world’s top freight forwarding and contract logistics providers, and a leader and investor in 
technology to enhance supply chain efficiency.  
 
Agility’s subsidiary companies offer fuel logistics, airport services, commercial real estate and facilities management, 
customs digitization, and remote infrastructure services.       

Source : Alroeya and Mubasher  

By the end of 2030 Egypt will have highly updated 50 
logistic parks. 

Regional News 
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Warehousing 

The pandemic has brought into the spotlight the fact that U.S. supply chains have been 

stretched to the limit at our great peril. COVID-19 has been a painful wakeup call that our sup-

ply chains—normally hidden from public view—are far too reliant on distant nations like China.  

How will the U.S. distribution warehousing sector 
adapt to changes wrought by the COVID-19 pandemic?                                                   

From his vantage point as a corporate site selection consultant, John H.Boyd 
has identified some of the key trends that he sees having an impact on site 

locations and design decisions.  

COVID-19 has hit supply chains with a “double whammy.” It’s not just that supply of vital medical equipment, 
pharmaceuticals, and essential consumer staples has crashed. Companies have also seen a plunge in  
demand as more than 30 million workers lost their jobs and shelter-in-place rules halted normal commerce. 
Meanwhile the already booming e-commerce sector has kicked into overdrive. How will these large and rapid 
changes impact the distribution warehousing sector here in the United States?  

MOVE TOWARD RESHORING 

Reshoring of manufacturing and supply chain operations from China back to the U.S. has been a trend since 
the Trump tax cuts, but we expect the pace of this supply chain realignment to pick up even more now. The 
pandemic has brought into the spotlight the fact that our nation’s supply chains have been stretched to the 
limit at our great peril. COVID-19 has been a painful wakeup call that our supply chains—normally hidden 
from public view—are far too reliant on distant nations like China. The message of supply chain risk has even 
reached the halls of the U.S. Congress where lawmakers—on both sides of the aisle—are crafting legislation 
to encourage American companies to shift supply chain operations from China back to the U.S. through the 
use of tax breaks, generous subsidies, and new rules of the road. 
As a result, we expect that warehouse site selection within the U.S. will become less “port centric” and more 
oriented to the dynamics of domestic production and consumption. In recent years, some of the most popular 
and expensive supply chain real estate has been close to deep-water container ports like Miami, Florida; New 
York/New Jersey; Southern California; and Houston, Texas. We see that interest moderating and predict a 
heightened interest in warehouse sites near centers of U.S. manufacturing and agricultural production,  
especially in our nation’s central region. 

3/8/2020 
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WEAKENED ECONOMY 

Interest in keeping a close eye on cost efficiencies and operating costs will 
 intensify in the weakened COVID-19 economy. As a result, companies may favor  
lower-cost cities and states with more favorable tax regimes for their supply chain  
facilities.  
Figure 1 lists ten top locations on the U.S. East Coast for a cold chain distribution center 

serving the pharmaceutical industry and shows the comparative operating costs (labor, real estate,  
construction, power, taxes, and shipping) for a 175,000-square-foot facility. Annual costs range from a high 
of $27.5 million in Staten Island, New York, to a low of $18.1 million in Rocky Mount, North  
Carolina. The cost differential between the New York location (a state with a corporate income tax rate of 
6.5%) and North Carolina (a state with the nation’s lowest corporate income tax rate at 2.5%) is $9.4 million, 
a significant differential of 34.2%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Also shown in Figure 1 are ten top Central U.S. DC sites along with annual operating costs for a 750,000- 
square-foot national warehouse. Annual costs range from a high of $20.1 million in Humble, Texas, to a low of $18.1 

million in Liberty, Missouri. Three of the ten top national DC sites are in Missouri which records the lowest corporate 
income tax rate in the Central U.S. and the second lowest in the nation at 4.0%. 

Site-seeking companies need to be on guard for major tax hikes and toll increases in the months 
ahead .Those states hardest hit by COVID-19 will face unprecedented budget challenges and will be search-
ing for new revenue sources. California, for example, is gearing up for a large property-tax hike. The state’s 
November ballot initiative would effectively exclude commercial and industrial properties from the land-
mark Proposition 13 passed in 1978 that limited property taxes for homes, businesses, and all other  land to 
1% of the property's value at the time it was last sold. If passed, this game-changing initiative is expected to 
hike property taxes for California businesses by as much as $12 billion. At the same time, the weakened 
economy may also open up new sources for distribution sites. Some of the nation’s most attractive  
commercial real estate will be the many millions of square feet of retail space that will not be coming back  

we expect that warehouse site selection within the U.S. will become less “port centric” and 

more oriented to the dynamics of domestic production and consumption. 
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after COVID-19. Developers will be especially quick to repurpose former malls  
and “big box” stores. These sites may prove attractive to developers due to their 
 low cost, highway access, and truck and employee parking accommodations. 
 
“ COVID-19 has also accelerated the trend toward remote working, which will 

have  significant impacts on the U.S. Commercial real estate industry “  

THE ROLE OF RISK MANAGEMENT 

Conventional risk management has always been part of the warehousing location  
decision. Companies have long taken into account such considerations as the integrity of the physical site, 
insulation from natural disasters, and political stability when choosing where to locate a warehouse or  
distribution center. The pandemic, however, will greatly expand the boundaries of risk management and its 
role in site selection. It will now need to include a range of COVID-related considerations like transitioning 
to new suppliers and/or customers as well as transitioning away from some that may go out of business 
due to COVID. Similarly, DC design and management will need to consider a myriad of human resource  
factors related to the impact of the virus on the DC’s workforce and local labor market as a whole. 

RISING IMPORTANCE OF THE COLD CHAIN 

COVID-19 will change not only where warehouses and DCs are located but also how they are designed. Cold  
storage was already on track to become a much larger player in the supply chain before COVID-19. Now, we 

are seeing unprecedented interest in the cold chain from  
investors and site-seeking industries like pharmaceutical and 
food. Our firm’s BizCosts unit forecasts that between 100  
million and 125 million square feet of freezer/cooler space 
will be required to meet new demands, much of it coming 
from pharmaceutical, biotech, and food processing  
companies.  
This trend is expected to continue beyond COVD-19. We expect 
to see many consumers continue to order perishables,  

including frozen food, online. Additionally, pharmaceutical and biotechnology firms are developing a wide 
range of new products that rely on cold storage throughout the entire supply chain. Biologics—drugs and 
medicines developed from living organisms—are also driving new cold storage demands. The cold chain will 
become even more critical when the much anticipated COVID-19 vaccine is developed, and the  
pharmaceutical supply chain has to handle distribution of an unprecedented number of dosages. 

TECHNOLOGY AND CONNECTIVITY 

COVID-19 is also causing a spike in warehouse automation. Some companies are turning to robots to help 
maintain social distancing and keep workers safe within the warehouse setting. Fetch Robotics, a provider 
of warehouse robotics, reported that inquiries are up by two-thirds since the emergence of COVID-19. 
Walmart says that concerns about worker safety are driving its dealings with Bossa Nova Robotics, which is 
designing a new shelf-scanning robot for the mega-retailer’s warehouses. Greater use of robotics will also 
be encouraged by the COVID-19-driven reshoring of manufacturing and supply chain facilities back to U.S. 

The cold chain will become even more critical when the much anticipated COVID-19  

vaccine is developed, and the pharmaceutical supply chain has to handle distribution of  

an unprecedented number of dosages. 
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This type of automation will help companies offset higher U.S. operating costs,  
principally in the area of labor. 
COVID-19 has also accelerated the trend toward remote working, which will have  
a significant impact on the U.S. commercial real estate industry. As more employees 
work from home, the demand for office space decreases. When we started our firm in  
the 1970s, many U.S. offices averaged 500 square feet per worker. That number dropped 

down to 200 square feet per worker a decade ago and is now less than 150 square feet per worker. For 
warehousing projects, we expect to see less space allocated to other back office functions (such as  
accounting, sales, and customers service) that may be co-located at the site. 

REWRITING THE SCRIPT 

It’s important to remember that no one saw this coming. There’s been no script for supply chain players to 
follow when it comes to reacting to and dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead supply chain compa-
nies and their consultants have been writing a new script each and every day.  
Given the industry’s ability to adapt quickly to changes, I have no doubt we will  
recover from this horrible event with a more secure and resilient supply chain in tune with the “new  
normal.” … What that “new normal” is, however, still remains to be determined.  
Source: CSCMP Supply Chain SmartBrief 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fetch Robotics, a provider of warehouse robotics, reported that inquiries are up by two-thirds 

since the emergence of COVID-19.  
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 Study finds link between corporate sustainability  
        and resilience to pandemic disruption   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Victoria Kickham  discusses key results of a recent study that has shown that 
sound corporate sustainability and resilience are more effective in combating  

pandemic disruption. 
 

Companies that focus on corporate sustainability are in a better position to weather the Covid-19 pandemic, 
according to a study focused on the supply chain performance of 35,000 companies in five regions around 
the world, released by sustainability ratings firm EcoVadis this month. That’s because companies with  
corporate sustainability management systems in place focus on enhanced supplier relationships,  
transparency, safe work spaces, and employee well-being, the researchers claim. When it comes to  
pandemic preparedness, those that take action in three key areas are best prepared: employee health and 
safety, working conditions, and supply chain due diligence. 
But overall preparedness levels in sustainability management are “concerningly low,” the researchers found, 
and much work remains to be done to improve supply chain resilience. The study found that more than a 
quarter of suppliers have no health crisis measures in place; 80% of companies lack supplier due diligence 
measures, a key factor in preparing for risks and disruptions to multi-tier supply chains; and that 44% of 
suppliers lack measures toward employee health and safety, the indicator most closely related to  
employees’ physical well-being during the pandemic, according to the report.  
Strategies that focus on improving sustainability efforts will translate into more resilient supply chains, the 
researchers said. “We believe insights into sustainability management in supply chains can be effectively 
leveraged to understand health crisis preparedness across the entire value chain,” the researchers said. 
“Used to identify at-risk parts of the supply chain, these insights can guide health crisis preparedness and 
resilience strategies that will enable companies to transition into a new normal and prepare for subsequent 
waves of Covid-19 that may pose an imminent threat to the fragile and recovering supply networks.” 

Supply Chains 

21/7/2020 

Covid-19 crisis exposes hidden vulnerabilities in global  

supply chains and the need for better health crisis preparedness at companies worldwide. 
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Study findings: 

 -More than a quarter of suppliers have no health crisis measures 

in place.  

 -80% of companies lack supplier due diligence measures.  

 -44% of  suppliers lack measures toward employee health and 

safety. 

Looking at preparedness across specific industries, the study found that:  
• The least prepared for a health crisis is the wholesale, services &  
professionals' industry, where 42% of suppliers lack any preparedness measures.  
• Significant shortcomings are apparent in transport industries, where 39% of 
 suppliers have no preparedness measures.  
•Heavy and advanced manufacturing industries and the construction industry are in the 

best position: less than 30% of suppliers go entirely unprepared, the researchers said. 
Source: CSCMP Supply Chain SmartBrief   

Companies with corporate sustainability management systems in place focus on enhanced  

supplier relationships, transparency, safe work spaces, and employee well-being, the  

researchers claim.  
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Were supply chains too lean during the pandemic?  

                                A survey shows an industry divided.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supply chain professionals are divided on lean supply chains, according to 
the 2021 Third-Party Logistics Study published by the Council of Supply Chain 

Management Professionals, Infosys Consulting, Penn State University and 
Penske Logistics.  

 
It found that 42% of respondents agree that supply chains were too lean based on their experience  
during the pandemic, but 49% disagreed.  
The report defines "lean" as cutting out as much waste as possible while ensuring there is enough to run 
under a "best-case scenario." It is usually associated with inventory reduction and other cost-cutting 
measures. Industry has moved toward more lean supply chains over the last 25 years, but the pandemic 
highlighted how this model can struggle when the economy experiences dramatic demand swings, the 
report said. 
"For those who are not as familiar with how supply chains operate, keeping limited raw materials on 
hand and operating in a just-in-time mode affects a manufacturer’s ability to respond within a short  
window," Sylvie Thompson, former supply chain practice leader at Infosys  and a researcher on the study, 
said in the report. "Not having enough supplies prevents companies from producing more, which became 
a challenge during the pandemic when demand for items such as toilet paper, face masks and sanitizing 
wipes spiked." 

Dive Insight: 
There are obvious benefits and disadvantages of lean supply chains that have been outlined in academic 
research, according to Andrew Manikas, an associate professor of management at the  University of  

17/8/2020 

"Not having enough supplies prevents companies from producing more, which became  

a challenge during the pandemic when demand for items such as toilet paper, face masks and 

sanitizing wipes spiked." 
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Louisville who has conducted lean operations research.  But by looking at 
how the pandemic unfolded in the local grocery store, it's easy to see the 
argument in favor of "too lean." 
"When you went to Kroger and they're out of bleach and hand sanitizer, those  
were obviously too lean, right?" Manikas said. "The whole point of inventory is a buffer 
against demand shocks. So, clearly, they failed there."  

In 2015, Manikas worked on a paper that looked at data from 3,857 publicly traded manufacturing firms in 
19 industries between 1991 and 2013 to study the impact of slack (resources in excess of what is required 
to fulfill expected demand) in a company's operation.  
"We showed in research that the return on assets ... was 
better for firms that had some slack in there," he said. It's 
easy to understand why companies adopt lean practices, 
though. Lean operations mean the company is working to 
keep costs down, which appeases shareholders and  
analysts. 
"It makes your shareholders happy that [you don't]  have a 
bunch of inventory tied up in warehouses all across North 
America, etc., because that's money [you would be] wasting on holding costs, obsolescence and you're 
paying rent on the building," Manikas said. "So in good times, when things are stable, lean is great."  
If a demand shock occurs and suddenly it becomes apparent that an item doesn't have enough stock to 
meet demand, there are measures a company can take, such as moving the item to a faster form of 
transport. For an item moving across the Pacific, this means switching from a boat to a plane,  if possible. 
Logistics companies shared details for shippers to transport hand sanitizer by plane in the early days of 
the pandemic. 
When toilet paper and hand sanitizer ran out, it meant manufacturers and retailers were  
missing sales, which is one problem with a lean supply chain. "Lean is a low-cost solution," Manikas 
said. "But you can go so low that you can't sell."  
This is why some producers, such as Pepsi, are willing to keep more slack in their inventory,  Manikas 
said, who consulted with Pepsi in a previous job.  
"They're willing to ... just have way more and have that cost borne because if you ever go [to the store], 
and there's not our product on a shelf, God forbid, you might try Coca Cola," he said.  
Pepsi pumps out more product to ensure it doesn't lose sales and risk a potential lifelong customer who 
decides Coke is better when Pepsi is out of stock, he said.  
But if a company wants to maintain the principals of lean while still being prepared for a rare uptick in 
demand, there are options. One strategy would be to have contacts in place for additional manufacturing 
capacity closer to the final user that aren't executed until they're needed. The agreement would be a 
higher cost for production, but it would be there if the company needed it,  Manikas said. "When the  
pandemic came, you can engage that contract," he said.  "And you're going to pay more to make the item, 
but you'll have it in a week versus 30 days or 40 days. And you know, frankly, you could probably charge 
more for it, right? Because you'll be the only one that has it on the shelves."  

 

It's easy to understand why companies adopt lean practices, though. Lean operations mean the 

company is working to keep costs down, which appeases shareholders and analysts. 
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 Another option is vendor-managed inventory, which requires the supplier to 
manage its inventory. This keeps inventory off the books until its sold, while 
maintaining a close relationship with a vendor that can help a company  
respond to demand swings, Manikas said. This is a step that American Eagle  
announced it was taking recently when it decided to  stage materials with manufactur-
ing partners ahead of peak season. This tends to be a strategy used by larger  

companies. 
Technology could also play a role. The pandemic has shown the importance of supply chain visibility and 
real-time data, the 3PL report said. Without visibility, the bullwhip effect becomes a concern. Suppliers 
can see point of sale data — not just the orders from their immediate customer — then it can prevent 
issues and help respond to demand, Manikas said.  
It also depends on the product being carried. White T-shirts don't change much from year to year, so a 
company can carry a lot of stock and will likely  
sell it eventually. But more seasonal or trendy items might be candidates for more lean practices.  
"So, there isn't a single right answer," Manikas  said. "You don't want to be at either extreme: super lean 
or super fat. And a lot of it is related to the profitability of your product."        
Source: Supply Chain Dive  

 

For a company to maintain the principals of lean while still being prepared for a rare uptick in 

demand, there are options: having contacts in place for additional manufacturing capacity 

closer to the final user or adopt vendor-managed inventory . 
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  Artificial Intelligence, “hyperautomation,” and 5G  
   Networks are among the trends expected to have  

                                             a positive impact across supply chains    

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 the Gartner Supply Chain Practice  names top technology trends for 

2020,Christian Titze, vice president and analyst elaborates.  
Research and advisory firm Gartner has identified eight supply chain technology trends that have “high  
potential for positive impact on people, performance, and industries,” the company said . The trends include 
increasingly familiar terms such as Artificial Intelligence, Edge Computing, and 5G Networks, some of which 
are “reaching critical tipping points in capability and maturity,” the firm says. 
“The vast majority of organizations have a cautious approach to adopting supply chain applications and 
technologies,” Christian Titze, vice president and analyst with the Gartner Supply Chain Practice, said in a 
statement announcing the trends. “Only 21% are willing to consider, and often adopt, early-stage  
technologies. However, even cautious supply chain leaders must keep an open mind and embrace  
long-term perpetual change.” 
The top technology trends for 2020, as explained by Gartner, are:  
Hyperautomation. Hyperautomation is a framework to mix and match a vast array of technologies in 
the best possible way—such as historic legacy platforms with recently deployed tools and planned  
investments. The term means different things for different organizations, so supply chain leaders must first 
find their individual definition. If deployed correctly, hyperautomation can encourage broader  
collaboration across domains and act as an integrator for disparate and siloed functions.  
Digital Supply Chain Twin (DSCT). A DSCT is a digital representation of the physical supply chain. It 
is derived from all relevant data across the supply chain and its operating environment. That makes the 
DSCT the basis for all local and end-to-end decision making. “DSCTs are part of the digital theme that  
describes an ever-increasing merger of the digital and physical world,” Titze added. “Linking both worlds 
enhances situational awareness and supports decision-making.” 

Technology 
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“The vast majority of organizations have a cautious approach to adopting supply chain  

applications and technologies,” Christian Titze said .“Only 21% are willing to consider, and  

often adopt, early-stage technologies.  
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Continuous Intelligence. Continuous intelligence (CI) is one of the biggest  
opportunities for supply chain leaders to accelerate their organizations’  
digital transformation. It leverages a computer’s ability to process data at a much  
faster pace than people can. Supply chain leaders—or other systems—can look at  
the processed data in near real-time, understand what is happening, and take action 
immediately. “There are already several use cases for CI in decision support and decision 

automation. For example, retailers utilize CI to automatically react to customer behaviors when they shop 
online. This enables better customer service, more customer satisfaction, and tailored offers that lead to 
higher sales revenue,” Titze explained. 
Supply Chain Governance and Security. This is an 
increasingly important macro trend, as global risk events are 
on the rise and security breaches impact companies on both 
the digital and physical level. “Gartner anticipates a wave of 
new solutions to emerge for supply chain security and  
governance, especially in the fields of privacy as well as cyber 
and data security,” Titze said. “Think advanced track-and-trace 
solutions, smart packaging, and next-gen RFID and NFC  
capabilities.” 
Edge Computing and Analytics. The rise of edge computing—where data is processed and analyzed 
close to its collection point—coincides with the proliferation of Internet of Things (IoT) devices. It’s the  
technology you need when there is a demand for low-latency processing and real-time, automated decision 
making. Edge computing is making its way into the manufacturing industry. For example, some  
organizations have adopted driverless forklifts for their warehouses. Heavy equipment sellers can use edge 
computing to analyze when a part needs maintenance or replacement.  
Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI in supply chain consists of a toolbox of technology options that help  
companies understand complex content, engage in natural dialogue with people, enhance human  
performance, and take over routine tasks. “AI technology is present in a lot of already existing solutions, but 
its capabilities evolve on a constant basis,” Titze added. “Currently, the technology primarily helps supply 
chain leaders solve long-standing challenges around data silos and governance. Its capabilities allow for 
more visibility and integration across networks of stakeholders that were previously remote or disparate.”  
5G Networks. Compared to its predecessors, 5G is a massive step forward with regards to data speed 
and processing capabilities. The ubiquitous nature of 5G boosts its potential for supply chains. For example, 
running a 5G network in a factory can minimize latency and enhance real-time visibility and IoT capabilities.  
Immersive Experience. Immersive experience technology, such as virtual, augmented, and mixed  
reality, has the potential to radically influence the trajectory of supply chain management. Those new  
interaction models amplify human capabilities. “Companies already see the benefits of immersive 
 experiences in use cases like onboarding new factory workers through immersive on-the-job training in a 
safe, realistic virtual environment,” Titze  said .            
Source: Supply Chain Quarterly Staff 
 

Continuous intelligence (CI) is one of the biggest opportunities for supply chain leaders to  

accelerate their organizations’ digital transformation. Immersive experience technology, has 
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According to a survey released by French logistics operator Geodis Group 
and the Accenture consulting firm, a growing number of companies have 

turned to online marketplaces— like Amazon, Walmart, eBay, and Rakuten—
instead of selling goods over their own websites, saying they are limited by 

their logistical capabilities. 
  
The survey showed that 46% of American companies now rely on marketplaces for their online sales—and 
that figure was 59% for European companies—generating demand that has pushed marketplaces’ market 
share from 28% pre-Covid-19 to 38% during the pandemic. More specifically, before the crisis, companies 
were making 34% of their sales online, including 28% in marketplaces and just 6% on their own websites.  
Those rates grew during lockdown, when 65% of their sales were made online, including 38% via market-
places and 27% on brands’ online stores. Retailers have made that decision because a majority of companies 
(52%) feel that their e-commerce potential is limited by their logistical capabilities, according to the report, 
“Getting Ecommerce Logistics Right: Faster, Leaner, Scalable.”  
The statistics come from  a survey in May and June of 200 European and American companies that operate 
multiple channel logistics, have sales revenue between $100 million and $20 billion, and operate in the  
sectors of: consumer electronics, fashion & sport, luxury, furnishings, body care, non-perishable food, home 
care, and games & toys. 
“Many brands use marketplaces as a one-stop shop for selling their products online. This allows them to 
reach a wide audience and compensate for a lack of resources and logistical infrastructures, all while 
providing an expected customer experience,” Sohel Aziz, managing director for Accenture Interactive, said 
in a release. Despite the broad trend toward opting into marketplaces, most of the brands surveyed believe 
that over-reliance on marketplaces is not sustainable, saying they want to shift more of that balance back  
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Retailers look to return online sales to their own 
websites, as online marketplaces seize growing  

  revenue share during pandemic e-commerce boom  

The survey showed that 46% of American companies now rely on marketplaces for their online 

sales—and that figure was 59% for European companies—generating demand that has pushed 

marketplaces’ market share from 28% pre-Covid-19 to 38% during the pandemic.  
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The survey showed that improving the omnichannel logistics capabilities of brands, such as  

customer experience—through customization of delivery options and tracking or customers’ 

ability to modify orders, for example—is essential and urgent if they are to reach this goal. 

toward their own e-commerce channels. Nearly two-thirds (64%) state that  
reducing their dependence on marketplaces is their first or second priority for 
 the next six months. And within three years, 77% of American  
companies and 56% of European companies surveyed wish to sell directly to 
 consumers via their own websites, aiming to make 20% of their total sales there. 
“Direct sales from brands’ retail websites currently represent 5% to 8% of online sales. 

Brands would like to increase that to 20% or 30% in the next three to five years,” Aziz said. “The survey 
shows that brands are aware of the fact that improving their omnichannel logistics capabilities, such as 
customer experience—through customization of delivery options and tracking or customers’ ability to modify 
orders, for example is essential and urgent if they are to reach this goal.” 
However, that transition won’t be easy. The survey found that just 16% of the companies questioned are able 
to get real-time key performance indicators (KPIs) for their supply chain (including 25% of American brands 
and 10% of European brands). 
“Only a minority of them have real-time supply chain inventory visibility. However, this visibility is essential 
to ensuring product availability, offering a variety of shipping choices and informing the customer of the 
product’s shipping status. In short — satisfying the customer,” Ashwani Nath, vice president and global head 
of e-channel solutions for Geodis, said in a release. 
Behind the scenes, that means optimizing the logistics cost for each order and overcoming logistical  
challenges such as: reconciling the physical with the digital, maintaining a real-time inventory, optimizing 
stock, managing transportation, and orchestrating orders while dealing with a variety of processes and 
partners, he said. 
“This calls for integrating stores with e-commerce networks to serve as order processing centers,  
collection points, shipping facilities, and fulfillment centers. One thing is for certain: inventory will have to 
be closer to the end customer, no matter where they may be, to ensure agility and availability,” Nath said. 
Source: DC Velocity Staff 
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COVID-19 made it clear: The supply chain desperately needs an upgrade. 
To understand the vulnerabilities of the global movement of goods, think about toilet paper and face 
masks. During the first weeks of the coronavirus pandemic when both items were in extreme demand, 
the systems in place to move them from manufacturers to consumers were unable to keep pace.  
The global supply chain—an intricate network of manufacturers, warehouses, and shipping and delivery 
companies spread around the world—was not broken, exactly, but it also wasn ’t nimble enough to work 
the way the world needed. 
Now, a consortium of powerful companies and organizations such as PepsiCo, BMW, Shopify, DHL, and 
the U.S. Postal Service is joining forces with emerging tech startups to fix that.  
In normal times, online sales of items such as groceries, backpacks, and indoor fans can go from order 
to delivery in hours. But when there’s a sudden surge in demand for something very specific—personal 
protective equipment manufactured in China and needed desperately in New York or Seattle—the global 
supply chain is not fully able to meet the demand.“Supply chains are very manual and they need to catch 
up,” says Harpinder Singh, a partner at Innovation Endeavors, a venture capital fund cofounded by  
former Google CEO Eric Schmidt. From workers driving forklifts to paper-and-clipboard shipment track-
ing at ports to the upwards of 10 phone calls it can take to move a truckload of goods across the U.S., the 
logistics systems underpinning the rise of e-commerce are surprisingly analog. Many people, including 
executives at some of the biggest companies in the world, think the supply chain needs an upgrade . 
That’s why, together with Sidewalk Infrastructure Partners, Innovation Endeavors has launched a new effort 
called Link to convene big global companies and startups focused on solving the problems of the  
decentralized supply chain system. The idea is to put the big players in the global supply chain in the 
same room as startups to find ways of applying new technologies to an old system. Innovation Endeavors  
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   calls this convening an “ecosystem”—a meeting of established companies 
and startups that’s more problem-solving than sales pitch. The companies 
and startups began meeting about a year ago, before the coronavirus pan-
demic, but the impact of this global crisis has only made the mission more urgent.  
Though the global supply chain may seem like some distant infrastructure, its  
smooth operations fuel much of the increasingly online world of shopping. For anyone 

who has shopped online during the pandemic lockdown, a better functioning supply chain means faster 
deliveries and better service—in addition to getting critical medical devices and equipment to where 
they’re needed most. 

Other participating companies include paper company  
Georgia Pacific, Estée Lauder, and Starbucks. Two or three 
times a year, they will meet with startups in Innovation  
Endeavors’ portfolio to discuss common problems and seek 
out potential solutions. “It’s bringing together people across 
the supply chain that normally do not have the opportunity 
to coordinate with each other,” Singh says. 
Some of the startups involved include Fabric, which runs 
automated 10,000- to 30,000-square-foot micro-fulfillment 

centers in or near cities for same-day deliveries, and Third Wave Automation, which adds robotics to 
forklifts to improve the safety of one of the most dangerous parts of operating a warehouse.  
To enable some of these technologies and ideas to work within the domain of a multinational company, 
the big companies allow the startups inside their operations to adapt their innovations to the companies ’ 
needs. “These companies can rapidly get in and accelerate their pilot or their deployment and get some-
thing rolled out very, very quickly,” Singh says. “As you can imagine, deploying technology at some of 
these large companies can take a long time. So think of it as a fast-track for startups to talk to the right 
people and accelerate their deployment.” 
The companies also provide startups with access to internal systems and data sets to help them  
understand how their systems function from the inside—a rare chance for startups to learn about the 
proprietary workings of major global corporations. Singh says it ’s a mutually beneficial approach that 
gives startups the opportunity to turn big companies into clients and big companies the opportunity to 
have some of their problems solved. 
“It’s not about matchmaking, it’s about corporates putting their skin in the game and saying, okay I ’m 
willing to help startups accelerate their cycle so they can address my problem the quickest, ” he says. 
“It’s about them being involved in facilitating the deployment cycles of these startups. ” 
For a large company like DHL, getting involved in LINK is a way of helping fresh ideas make their way 
into the company, according to Nabil Malouli, who leads global e-commerce for DHL’s Supply Chain 
 division, one of many parts of the company that saw its  profits drop as a result of the pandemic. “To 
challenge yourself, it’s not as simple as saying you have think outside of the box. Well great, how do you 
think outside of the box when it’s the same people, the same environment, the same processes and the 
same way of thinking in the same job?” he says. “When we see a company that is really tackling  
something that we see is becoming a major trend, we look at that hard and then we start to engage. ” 

 

together with Sidewalk Infrastructure Partners, Innovation Endeavors has launched a new  

effort called “Link” to convene big global companies and startups focused on solving the  

problems of the decentralized supply chain system.  
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In combination with DHL’s own in-house expertise, Malouli says the  
company has used its experience within this network to identify new ideas, 
develop proofs of concept, and get them tested and analyzed quickly. The 
company has already worked with one startup on efforts to rethink its warehouse  
operations. “When we bring our people to the table and they start to see the technology 
and they start to exchange, we get to a lot of very good mutual ideas jointly, ” he says. 

Building on the deep expertise of these large companies is at the heart of what Link is trying to do, says 
Singh. “They move billions of dollars in product per year, and they ’re responsible for trillions of dollars in 
trade. So there is so much experience, and these guys are at the forefront of what the cutting -edge 
problems are,” he says. “The startups have front-row seats for what problems need to be solved and 
what are the right technologies to intersect that group with.” 
Another of the startups involved in Link is ClearMetal, which has developed a tool for end-to-end  
visibility and tracking of global freight to eliminate the sometimes days-long delays that can result from 
paper record keeping at ports and on ships. Through the meetings and interactions at Link, the Clear-
Metal CEO Adam Compain says his company has been able to better understand how this service can be 
useful for a wider variety of customers than they first realized. For example, an industrial supplier wants 
to know an accurate promise date for the delivery of goods just as much as a clothing retailer wants to 
know how long it’s going to take to get the next season ’s clothes to market. “We have this dynamic 
 transportation planning tool that allows companies to see in a very accurate way how long it will take a 
product to go from Shenzhen, China, to Chicago,” Compain says. “You listen to these two different  
companies and you realize that a single tool that we build can actually serve both these markets. ” 
Singh says the supply chain vulnerabilities made evident during the coronavirus pandemic are not going 
away, and other shocks to the system are only becoming more likely as e-commerce continues to upend 
traditional pathways of goods from producer to consumer. New problems will require new solutions.  
“As things change [in real time] because of the virus, because of trade wars, or because of what  
consumers want, [companies’] systems, their processes, their infrastructure has to be really nimble. And 
they have to have visibility, they have to be able to respond to shortages of labor and so on, ” Singh says. 
“There is no shortage of issues and opportunities.”       
Source: CSCMP Supply Chain SmartBrief 
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E-Commerce to Account for 21.5% of Total Grocery  

                              by 2025   

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
According to a June survey from Mercatus of 60,000 American shoppers 

across approximately 20 states, online grocery sales will reach an estimated 

$250 billion by 2025, which is more than a 60% increase over pre-pandemic 

projections, and more than a fifth (21.5%) of all grocery sales.  
Abby Kleckler  explains.  

 
During the pandemic, 43% of shoppers said they have shopped online in the last six months compared to 
just 24% two years ago. The top three reasons shoppers have shifted to online shopping are COVID-19 
concerns (62%), convenience (62%) and time savings (42%). 
Additionally, 66% of all respondents who shop online rate real-time inventory visibility as very important. 
Compared to brick and mortar, there is far less loyalty for pure-play online retailers, with only 8% of 
shoppers switching to an online-only operator such as Amazon. 
While the research found that after the pandemic 40% of online shoppers are likely or very likely to  
continue to purchase via online channels, 78% of all shoppers still prefer to visit a brick-and-mortar 
grocery store either to shop in store or for curbside pickup. Despite the high growth in online adoption, 
most grocery shoppers still profess loyalty to retailers and online brands that have a physical store 
presence. 
“This comprehensive survey proves that COVID-19 has fundamentally changed the way shoppers  
approach their grocery options – so much so that we now expect to see online sales reach  
an unprecedented $250 billion by 2025,” said Sylvain Perrier, president and CEO, Mercatus. “The growth 
of online grocery in 2020 and its predicted long-term impact, coupled with customers ’ continued loyalty  
to brick and mortar, makes it clear that these avenues must complement each other in creating a great  
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customer experience across a grocer ’s entire brand. In order to round out  
the loyalty to online channels, this data makes it clear that brands should  
make investments in digital functionality, especially regarding product search,  
discovery and product information.” 
Additional survey findings include shelter-in-place norms created by the pandemic. 
Thirty percent of shoppers changed their preferred shopping destination. Of these 

shoppers, 60% have moved from one brick-and-mortar store to another, and 40% shifted to other online 
shopping options. 
The traditional drivers of preference (proximity/location, value, product quality and convenience) have 
not changed during the pandemic. Shoppers, however, have been less price sensitive as product  
availability has taken precedence. Lack of product availability (56%) and concerns over safety protocols 
(33%) were the biggest reasons for customers shopping elsewhere.       
Source: CSCMP Supply Chain SmartBrief 

 

The top three reasons shoppers have shifted to online shopping are COVID-19 concerns (62%), 

convenience (62%) and time savings (42%). 
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    Car design is going to change dramatically  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The car of the future is a skateboard, and whatever you want goes on top. 

Mark Wilson , a senior writer at Fast Company explains. 
 

Electric vehicles are incredible. Beyond eliminating fossil fuels, they are whisper quiet, accelerate faster 
than gasoline cars, and according to a new Consumer Reports study, operate with less expensive 
maintenance over time. But one of the biggest benefits of EVs is that they are  revolutionizing the way 
cars are built. 
startup Ree demonstrates, the EV of tomorrow is basically just a giant skateboard. With tiny motors 
placed inside the wheels, the car can assume any form imaginable; any sort of seating or storage  
arrangement can be built right on top of this flat base.  
Traditional gas cars were built atop a flat chassis, too. But that chassis was hardly so self -contained. 
Components such as your engine and steering system are on top. Then the motor propels a complex  
series of axles under the car. Of course you have brakes, suspension, cooling systems, gas lines, and 
other systems to snake around, too. It all adds up to  30,000 parts that are screwed, pressed, glued, and 
welded together. Today, most modern manufacturing uses robots to frame out the entire car first like a 
house—from chassis to body—meaning your car’s floorpan is permanent from its earliest moments on 
the assembly line. 
Ree was one of our Most Innovative Companies of 2020, and it’s one of several manufacturers working on 
an alternative platform. Peers include automotive mainstays like  VW, newer startups like Rivian, and 
even Tesla. But with Ree it is the first time to witness the odd spectacle of these flat chassis whipping 
around a track with no other filigree attached.  
The smallest is a nimble EV made for tight turns and small cargo deliveries for last-mile delivery  
services. The medium is for transporting goods and people short distances. And the largest you see is a 
full Class 1 vehicle—a typical car or delivery van. 

 

startup Ree demonstrates, the EV of tomorrow is basically just a giant skateboard. With tiny 

motors placed inside the wheels, the car can assume any form imaginable; any sort of seating 

or storage arrangement can be built right on top of this flat base. 
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With all components of the drivetrain and steering built into this base, a Ree  
vehicle doesn’t need the metal frame or plush seating of a cabin to drive.  
But seeing how little an EV needs in terms of hardware to functionally drive  
really cements just how wild and open the future of electric vehicle design will be. 
Everything from the wheels up can be reimagined. 
Ree’s technology has already been licensed by Toyota for the Japanese car maker ’s 

electric truck subsidiary Hino. In a presentation last year, Hino detailed how this platform could power 
small city buses, sure, but also beauticians and doctor offices on wheels. Hino even went so far as to  
detail a mount, which would allow these modular “service spaces” to pop on and off the chassis as well. 
How long would that process take? Only long enough to  put the cabin on jacks to pull it off the chassis, 
kind of like you’re changing a spare tire. With the right business model, you could even imagine bringing 
in your minivan for repair, and rather than giving you a loaner, the dealer just pops off the cabin and 
sticks it onto a new or refurbished bottom. So your car as you know it would stay the same, but the 
drivetrain would be new—a process that would take mere minutes. 
Delivery giants like Amazon are interested in these electric skateboards to power delivery fleets, as it 
just revealed new electric vans built atop a similar electric platform made by Rivian. For Amazon to have 
100,000 EVs on the road by 2030, it needs these vehicles to be simple to repair, with interoperable parts. 
The skateboard design ensures a delivery vehicle is never out of commission for long.  
But what about cars for the rest of us? With a bit more imagination, you can picture consumer vehicles 
becoming far more personalized, as dozens of aftermarket companies build varying cabins for a skate-
board base. Even if you don’t want to buy such a car for yourself, small business owners probably will. 
Vehicles could mobilize the nature of brick-and-mortar retail and services, much like food trucks shook 
up the restaurant industry in the mid-aughts. Design studio NewDealDesign has even suggested that, 
linked together, individual vehicle storefronts could amass to  something like a mobile city that can 
cruise like a parade, or perhaps a mall on wheels. We ’re well on our way to a world of wildly diverse  
vehicles, where design is limited more by the legalese of our road laws than by the creative decisions 
made by a few big automakers.      
Source: CSCMP Supply Chain 
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Some useful aspects of the supply chain concept  

                        In a Q&A format. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Anna Khaletskaya Marketing Manager at Kyiv, Ukraine-based solution  
specialists CoreTeka discusses some interesting SC ideas 

 
Do corporations typically have both ERP and CRM software? 
Companies use both CRM and ERP systems, as they perform different functions.  
CRM is aimed to manage relationships with a company ’s clients. So, you can always check information 
about your customers, requests and transactions. The information could be shared with other employees. 
The main task of implementing a CRM system is to improve customer service and increase sales level.  
ERP is a software to unite all business activities for real-time monitoring and optimization. Enterprise 
Resource Planning software stores, filters and maintains a unique database of a company to synchronize 
the actions of all its departments. To my mind, it ’s more suitable to use ERP in large companies with  
difficult business processes. So, as CRM and ERP have different functions, they could be established at 
the same time. 

What are two advantages of the procurement integrated enterprise environment?  
Like any other software, Procurement Integrated Enterprise Environment tends to optimize business 
processes and reduce operational risks. There are a lot of advantages in using PIEE, but I ’ll highlight 2 
the most important: 

1.Increasing visibility on all procurement stages. You can get access to the reports, documents, 

payments, workflows anytime. 
2.Data Security. As PIEE was developed for large companies with more than  
7 billion dollars, it’s important to protect themselves against information leakage.  
The software supports the latest security protocols and practices.  
And don’t forget, you can gain support from the official help desk related to maintenance PIEE :)  
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As a new fashion ecommerce startup, is it advisable to build  
a warehouse management system (WMS) or buy one (either SaaS 
or desktop app)? If you suggest buying a WMS, can you recommend 
one? 
I believe that developing a custom WMS is not a good idea for small startup businesses.  

      So, in your case, I’d recommend buying a ready-to-use solution. You can 
try  TradeGecko software. It includes all necessary for an eCommerce startup, such as inventory and 
warehouse management tools, sales analytics reports, etc.  

What is logistics and why is this needed in business? What type of background or qualities 
should a person possess to be successful in this role?  
In a broad sense, logistics is a process of managing material flows. But, in simple words, logistics is 
about how to manage the movement and storage of goods.  
For example, if a company manufactures dresses, it needs suppliers of materials. Before producing 
clothes, raw materials are stored in warehouses, transported to a manufacturer and outlets. Logistics 
manages all these processes. 
Logistics is a part of business processes in almost all companies. After all, any company needs effective 
management of material or information flows. Especially when it comes to production.  
To be successful in the logistics manager role, you should study to work on a large scope of data  
 processing. The profession requires analytical thinking skills.  

What should businesses do to maintain competitive advantage?  
To gain a competitive advantage, companies should focus on their uniqueness and build a business 
around that advantage. Remember, that a low price is just an option. So, not every customer will buy 
what you offer, but those who will do that should love your product.  
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Here are some steps to dissociate from competitors: 
- Make a product with a special shape, appearance, etc.  
- Provide customers with convenient delivery and sales method.  
- Explain to your clients how a product can make their life easier.  
Offer high-quality post-sales services. 
To gain a competitive advantage you should ask yourself what makes your business 

better from competitors and why. 
 

Why are goods packaged in cube boxes? 
There are some reasons for using cube boxes: 

The price. It’s easier to produce a cube box than a package of other forms. So, the  
manufacturing process becomes cheaper. 
Protection. During transportation, a cube box absorbs the shocks, so you will get goods 

without any damage. 
Simplified loading and unloading. To load and unload freights, warehouse workers use forklifts. So, 
the trucks can easily move goods.         
Source: Quora Digest 
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If well-studied, Risk-taking usually translates into  

                          profit-earning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You have to take some risks to achieve something.  
Nothing changes if nothing changes,STEVE KEATING explains. 

 
If turbulent times teach us anything it ’s that there is no such thing as “playing it safe.” Some of the 
“safest” people I know found themselves out of work. They were the “steady as she goes” types, making 
sure to never rock the boat. They had themselves a nice looking 401k until the stock market tanked and 
then just to be “safe” they sold much of it at rock bottom prices. 
This has always been true but it’s even more so in challenging times… if you want to be safe then take a 
risk or two. Not crazy, ill considered risk but well thought out and planned risk.  
Taking risks minimizes the possibility of looking back and asking, “what if?” Even if you fail, you walk 
away with more experience and knowledge. Lots of people would say that taking risks in one area of 
your life will lead to success in other areas of your life as well. I agree with those people.  
Research says that people who take risks are far more likely to achieve their goals and live a more  
satisfying life. 
Taking a well considered risk helps you stand out from the crowd of “safers” that settle for the status 
quo. Leaders accept risk as the price of success, they know that “good enough” is a direct path to  
mediocrity. 
No matter what you hope to achieve in life taking a risk is a necessary step in actively pursuing success. 
Very seldom does anything of value fall into your lap. You must pursue it and with that pursuit comes 
risk. 
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Accept the fact that the appearance of failure also comes from taking a risk  
but also understand that appearance of failure is only a mirage. It doesn ’t  
become real until you stop taking risks that can lead to your ultimate  
success. 
If you have the courage, and yes it takes courage, to accept the risk that comes with 
pushing yourself to achieve your full potential then success will likely be yours. If you 

can’t muster the mindset that playing it safe leads to less then you ’ll just have to settle for less than you 
know you deserve. Take a well considered risk today and your chances for well earned success tomor-
row go way way up!      
Source: Wall Street Journal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

When you want something you’ve never had, You have to do something you’ve never done. 
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The Port of Damietta  
For us L O G I S T I C S is just an acronym where : 

 L = Long lasting impact 

O = Orderly business 

G = Global contacts 

 I =  Interest in marketing 

S =  Speed 

T =  Technology 

 I =   Informative relations 

C =  Customer-orientation 

S =  Seriousness 


